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This talk is divided into 2 sections

Research performed before Dr. Sonenblum was born
Research performed after Dr. Sonenblum’s kids were born



Pre-Sharon birth pressure ulcer research activity

• Kosiak and Daniel and Dinsdale
• Animal models 
• Time and pressure
• Friction

• Bennett
• Analytical and empirical assessment of loading soft material

• Chow
• Visualizing shear strain

• Impact of surface friction



Time: 1 to 12 hours
Pressure: 100 to 525 mmHg

Kosiak: dogs

Kosiak, M. (1959). "Etiology and pathology of ischemic ulcers." Arch. Phys. Med. Rehabil. 40: 62-69.



Duration: 2 to 18 hrs
Pressure: 30 to 1000 mmHg
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Daniel Pig data (mmHg) vs time(hr)

Daniel, R. K., et al. (1981). "Etiologic factors in pressure sores: an experimental model." 
Arch Phys Med Rehabil 62(10): 492-498.

Daniel : Pig data



Pressure 1.0081 (1.0034, 1.0128) for every 100 mmHg, odds increase 81%
Time 1.7298 (1.3639, 2.1940)  for every hour, odds increase 73%

Logistic regression
R2= 40%
Pressure & Time significant
Odds ratios significant 

Toss all Kosiak-Daniel data into a regression

Odds ratios

Time@pressure with probabilities <25% & >75%



Dinsdale : pig model, loading with friction

To impart friction:
Every 15 minutes,
six 1-inch translations of the application pad 

Dinsdale, S. M. (1970). Mechanical factors in pathogenesis of ischemic skin ulcers 
in swine. Mechanical Engineering, University of Minnesota. PhD.



Time: 3 hours
Pressure: 160 to 1200

Using probabilities from Logistic regression Considering pressures <=850 mmHg
(because NoUlcer only occurred <=850

Ulcer noUlcer

Normal 6 5

Normal + friction 10 3

Dinsdale: pig model with single loading epoch

Not a great model regression: R2=20%
P=0.073



Dinsdale : pig model repeated loading protocol
3 sessions of 1.5 hours of loading per day for 5 days 
Within the 1.5 hours, friction induced for 15 minutes on and 15 minute off
Same animal underwent normal and +friction loading

With normal loading,
No ulcers <300 mmHg

With friction,
ulcers occurred at 45 
mmHg and above

loading
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Repeated pressure applications with and without friction



Modeling the impact of localized loading on tissue

• Bennett
• Chow



Physical models can reflect different loading scenarios

• Animal studies apply external loads to skin
• When people sit or lie in bed, 
• gravitational loads are imparted from the skeleton to the soft tissues



Leon Bennett
• Series of articles titled “Transferring Load to Flesh “
• Analytical and empirical studies
• Some emphasis on prosthetics

These types of loading reflect 
those used in animal studies 

Types of loading studied

Bennett, L. Transferring load to flesh series
Bulletin of prosthetics research, 1971-1975



Foam pad with grid marked on surface

Different types of penetrators are loaded onto pad (tissue)

The farther away from penetrator, the less strain is induced

Strain is a function of the penetrator design
Note that strain exists outside of the contact area

Bennett: empirical model



Bennet: Can look at loading in a few ways

• Because the penetrator matters 
• inducing ulcers in animals is highly dependent on the 

penetrator used

• The penetrator can also model the bony skeleton
• Strains around bony prominences are greater

• Amount and type of tissue will affect induced strain
• Shape of the skeleton will also impact strain



WW Chow

• Dissertation: 
• This could be the best dissertation ever written

• Assessed the impact of support surface; membranes, friction
• Computational and empirical analysis

WW Chow. Mechanical Properties of gels and other materials with respect to their use in 
pads transmitting forces to the human body. University of Michigan, PhD, 1974



Chow empirical model

• Buttock phantom
• Hemispherical elastomer with imbedded protuberance
• Lead rods inserted tangential to the model’s surface

• Support Surface 
• includes an array of lead shot

• Radiographs used to image effects of loading



Chow: 
normal loading

Near pure 
compression

Borders illustrate the conforming of the 
pad – evident by the bending of the array

BUT, the elastomer undergoes shear strain throughout

Max shear strain in areas under & surrounding penetrator



Chow: effect of surface friction: 
model is ‘fixed’ to the support surface

First, model is loaded onto the pad
Then, model is driven laterally 1”

Note the strains in the pad are not altered 
much from normal loading only

BUT… strains within the model show the 
induced shear strains from lateral shift



Vintage research and implications to humans

• In animal models
• Tissue appears to withstand loading for fairly long periods of time at fairly high pressures

• Clear interaction of loading time & magnitude is evident
• Combination of normal load with friction adds to the damaging effect
• Can this offer insight into the tolerances of human tissue in situ?

• In phantom models
• Normal loading induces shear strains on tissues

• Strains decrease with the distance from the penetrator
• Shape of penetrator impacts shear strain
• Surface friction “fixes” the model on the supporting surface

• When the model is shifted, marked shear strain is induced 
• Applying these results to humans, we can infer..

• The amount and type of soft tissue will impact the strains induced by the bony skeleton
• The morphology of the bony skeleton (penetrator) probably has an effect on strain
• Surface friction in combination with gravitational loads can impart strain 



So, do we have any corroborating evidence 
that these inferences are correct?



Let’s, skip over 30 years because nothing really happened in the world



Recap (Stolen content… but I switched the 
order, so it’s as if I wrote it myself)
• In phantom models

• Normal loading induces shear strains on tissues
• Strains decrease with the distance from the penetrator

• Surface friction “fixes” the model on the supporting surface
• When the model is shifted, marked shear strain is induced

• In humans
• The amount and type of soft tissue will impact the strains induced by the bony skeleton
• The morphology of the bony skeleton probably has a large effect on strain
• Surface friction in combination with gravitational loads can impart strain

• In animal models
• Tissue appears to withstand loading for fairly long periods of time at fairly high

pressures
• Clear interaction of loading time & magnitude is evident

• Can this offer insight into the tolerances of human tissue in situ



Ischial Tuberosity



Spinal Processes in the Sacrum



Sacro-coccygeal Morphology (Type III Coccyx)



Sacro-coccygeal Morphology (Type I Coccyx)



Recap (Stolen content… but I switched the 
order, so it’s as if I wrote it myself)
• In phantom models

• Normal loading induces shear strains on tissues
• Strains decrease with the distance from the penetrator

• Surface friction “fixes” the model on the supporting surface
• When the model is shifted, marked shear strain is induced

• In humans
• The amount and type of soft tissue will impact the strains induced by the bony skeleton
• The morphology of the bony skeleton probably has a large effect on strain
• Surface friction in combination with gravitational loads can impart strain

• In animal models
• Tissue appears to withstand loading for fairly long periods of time at fairly high

pressures
• Clear interaction of loading time & magnitude is evident

• Can this offer insight into the tolerances of human tissue in situ



Evidence of shear strain during upright sitting 
(gravitational loads)

Unloaded Seated on a cushion



Simplified Strain



Evidence of shear strain during upright sitting 
(gravitational loads)

Unloaded Seated on a cushion



Surface friction in combination with 
gravitational loads can impart shear strain

J2 Deep Contour Matrx ViUnloaded



Friction holds the skin in place



Friction holds the skin in place



Sprigle, S., & Sonenblum, S. E. (In Press). 
Visualizing tissue strain under the sacrum 
and coccyx within different supine postures-
a case research report. Adv Skin Wound 
Care. 





Alternating between supine and 30⁰ incline 
(with flat pelvis)



Alternating between supine and 30⁰ incline 
(with inclined pelvis)



Recap (Stolen content… but I switched the 
order, so it’s as if I wrote it myself)
• In phantom models

• Normal loading induces shear strains on tissues
• Strains decrease with the distance from the penetrator

• Surface friction “fixes” the model on the supporting surface
• When the model is shifted, marked shear strain is induced

• In humans
• The amount and type of soft tissue will impact the strains induced by the bony skeleton
• The morphology of the bony skeleton probably has a large effect on strain
• Surface friction in combination with gravitational loads can impart strain

• In animal models
• Tissue appears to withstand loading for fairly long periods of time at fairly high

pressures
• Clear interaction of loading time & magnitude is evident

• Can this offer insight into the tolerances of human tissue in situ



What can humans withstand? (According to 
the animals)



What can humans withstand? (According to 
the machines)

Linder-Ganz, E., & Gefen, A. (2009). Stress analyses coupled with damage laws to 
determine biomechanical risk factors for deep tissue injury during sitting. J Biomech Eng, 
131(1), 011003. doi:10.1115/1.3005195

Time Stress

60 min 232 mmHg

95 min 146 mmHg

120 min 64 mmHg



What can humans withstand? (According to 
the humans)
• Tilting 
• 12.1 hours/day in their wheelchair
• Pressure relieving tilt: tilting past 30 degrees for > 1 minute
• Median participant (n=45) did a pressure relieving tilt once every 7 hours 
• 33% had recurrent pressure ulcers 
• 64% had at least one pressure ulcer 
• No relationship between tilt frequency and pressure ulcer outcomes

Sonenblum, S. E., & Sprigle, S. (2011). Distinct tilting behaviours with power tilt-in-
space systems. Disabil Rehabil Assist Technol, 6(6), 526-535. 



What can humans withstand? (According to 
the humans)
• Weight shifts
• Manual wheelchair users
• 2 hours 20 minutes without a weight shift or transfer daily
• PPI ~125 mmHg

Sonenblum, S. E., Sprigle, S., & Martin, J. S. (2016). 
Everyday sitting behavior of full time wheelchair users. J 
Rehabil Res Dev, 53(5). 

Time Stress

60 min 232 mmHg

95 min 146 mmHg

120 min 64 mmHg



What can humans withstand? (According to 
the humans)
• Turning
• N=942, turned every 2-4 hours
• 19 developed pressure ulcers
• 98% did NOT develop pressure ulcers
• Including 286 in the 4-hour group

Bergstrom, N., Horn, S. D., Rapp, M. P., Stern, A., Barrett, R., 
& Watkiss, M. (2013). Turning for Ulcer ReductioN: a 
multisite randomized clinical trial in nursing homes. J Am 
Geriatr Soc, 61(10), 1705-1713. doi:10.1111/jgs.12440



What can humans withstand?

• Movement is still good
• BUT, tissue appears to withstand loading for fairly long periods of 

time at fairly high pressures
• If models were correct, everyone would have pressure ulcers 

(everyone exceeds damage thresholds)
• Why are we so resilient?



Why are we so resilient??

• Is damage happening?
• Micromovements
• Other protective factors
• The models are wrong

• Invalid assumptions
• Gluteus maximus under bone
• Direction of bone movement
• Layers tied together
• Material properties

• Not validated
• Results are wrong
• Raise the bar!


